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Your business
tools

Our committed
tracking technology

Vodafone Business Tag and Track
vodafone.com/iot

Worried about your assets
and devices? We’ve got you
covered.
Internet of Things or IoT is becoming part of our lives no
matter what we do or where we are. It can also help your
business in many ways, without complicated technology
or setup procedures.
You might be a landscaper running a family business,
supplying new equipment as well as managing a
small office, or a plumber with lots of tools, maybe an
accountant with numerous sites and clients to deal with.
In any case, we have the best solution for you.
If you work with devices, tools and other assets that
often get lost and no one knows where to find them,
use Vodafone Business Tag and Track. Attach our small
electronic device equipped with communication and
positioning technology wherever you need to and get the
location details of your valuable tools at any time from
our easy-to-use app.

Vodafone Business Tag and Track provides
location positioning to a central data
storage and server system, through a single
application. The Vodafone SIM card, already
pre-integrated in all our devices, will send all
the data directly to your phone.

All assets

Zones

Integrated movement
sensors
Five or ten years ago, we wouldn’t even have dreamt of
using movement sensors. Now Vodafone Business Tag
and Track makes it a reality. It is a plug-and-play solution,
meaning that you can set it up yourself in less than 15
minutes. The different mounting options let you have
more flexibility and the device is water-resistant.
On the app, you will see all your tools and assets located
on a map, tracked with GPS and GSM positioning. You
can also set areas that your devices should not leave
(called geofencing) and you will get all your smart alerts
within the application, directly on your mobile. As we
offer Vodafone Business Tag and Track as an end-to-end
service, you will have 24/7 support from our colleagues.

Knowing everything is safe
and secure
With our Vodafone SIM working in a global environment,
you don’t have to worry about your tools crossing
country borders. The ready-to-use global SIM enables us
to support you around the world without any additional

costs. We provide the equipment, the application and
full support, all from a single supplier for easy setup and
management. You will receive immediate information
if your tool or asset changes location; the alerts and the
battery status will arrive to your app. Control everything
from your phone without any worries.

Why Vodafone?
Because it couldn’t be easier. Vodafone Business Tag
and Track is simple to install and use with the latest IoT
technology, an end-to-end service with tracking devices,
a dedicated application and real-time data. Everything in
one place for a seamless solution.

What’s next?
Let’s talk about how your business can benefit from our
latest IoT tracking technology. If you want to discover
more about Vodafone Business Tag and Track, please
contact your Vodafone Account Manager.
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